SHOP SMALL

SMALL BUSINESS STRONG HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

11 MASSACHUSETTS SMALL BUSINESSES TO SHOP FOR YOUR HOLIDAY GIFTS THIS YEAR
Brilla Coffee Roasters, based in Holden, MA, is a specialty direct trade coffee roaster sourcing coffees from around the world.

Through Tamari Wraps, CEO, Chief Designer, and Master Seamstress Imani McFarlane set out on a mission to uplift the spirit and restore the dignity of Black women, children, and men of her Boston community.

House of Arts & Craft, LLC is a small, handcrafted business based in Randolph, MA, offering products that are sustainable and eco-friendly.
Auntie Elsie’s Oatmeal Crisps are handcrafted in small batches, using only the finest ingredients and free of preservatives or artificial flavors.

**ORDER NOW**

**SO-ZEN SELF CARE BOX**

So Zen Box, a monthly lifestyle subscription box, curates quality “me time” by delivering products & tools sourced from Black-owned companies.

**ORDER NOW**

**ECO-FRIENDLY BODY CARE**

Natralee is a woman-owned and Black-owned business that uses sustainably sourced high-quality ingredients to make hydrating body butters and body scrubs.

**ORDER NOW**
**ZNT ARTS** Self-Care with Love is a self reflection journal with guided writing prompts centered around arts, identity and keys to self-care.

**INDIAN COOKING GIFT BOX**

Meal Mantra is a line of authentic, all-natural Indian Curry sauces. Meal Mantra sauces are hand made in the USA with heirloom family recipes from the creators of Tandoori Cuisine and are simmered to perfection.

**L’NANDO BAKERY LINZER COOKIE**

Based in Woburn, L’Nando Bakery makes all baked goods from scratch with only the highest quality ingredients.
Krio products draw on the founder's roots in Sierra Leone, its history and culture, and uses only natural botanical ingredients to take care of difficult skin problems.

**BIPOC GIFT BASKET**

SBS partner, Commonwealth Kitchen, will select 7 delicious products produced by the talented BIPOC businesses working in CWK's Dorchester kitchen, including businesses SBS has worked with: Meal Mantra, FreshZen, Hillside Harvest, and Sweet Teez Bakery.

The boxes can be picked up from Commonwealth Kitchen, delivered to your business, or shipped directly to your door to arrive by mid-December (early order required).

*contents of box may differ from photo

**Retail value: $85. To order, email:** sherie@commonwealthkitchen.org

ORDER NOW
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING SMALL BUSINESS!

LEARN MORE ABOUT SMALL BUSINESS STRONG:

SMALLBSTRONG.COM